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Characteristics 
 
The cell indicator light works in two ways: (1) it is a �“dumb�” timer which fires solid after 30 days but nothing else happens 
until the user resets it, and (2) if the light is blinking, there has been sufficient cell arcing (2 seconds continuous or a dead 
short) to cause the entire unit to shut down, other than the blinking LED.   The condition is reset once power is interrupted 
at the plug, or the top cover is removed. 
 
The high-speed startup on low is deliberate.   It has already been reprogrammed to come on initially at medium 
for ½ second then kick down to low.   This is to ensure the unit starts every time. 
 
Both the top cover and grill must be in place for the unit to operate.   There are to be no electrically live components 
anywhere in the unit if either is missing. 
 
Unit shall operate at 120 volts 60 hertz AC and shall not exceed 85 watts.  
 
The voltage supplied with the cell in place shall be between 5.0 and 6.0 DC kilovolts as measured with a high voltage 
probe and digital volt meter applied in parallel across any two points on the cell of opposite electrical polarity.    
 
If power is interrupted to the unit, it will resume its previous state upon restoration of power including speed, nightlight, 
and ionizer settings. 
 
After approximately 30 days of elapsed operating time the �“Check Cell�” LED will light continuously but the unit�’s normal 
operation will otherwise continue.   To reset the LED, the user must press and hold the �“Air Revitalizer�” button for 3 
seconds until the Check Cell LED blinks three times. 
 
If the VOC/odor absorber is present, after approximately 365 days of elapsed operating time, the �“Check Odor Absorber�” 
LED will light continuously but the unit�’s normal operation will otherwise continue.   To reset the LED, the user must press 
and hold the �“Nightlight�” button for 3 seconds until the Check Odor Absorber LED blinks three times.   If the odor absorber 
is not present, the LED should never light 
 
Tools 
 
T10 Torx Screwdriver �– this is for the first two screws in the disassembly process. These were placed so the casual lay 
mechanic is prevented from accessing the internal components of the unit. 
 
All other screws require a #1 or 2 Phillips Screwdriver or bit with a minimum 4�” shank (length) 
 
High Voltage Probe Meter (Highly Recommended for all Air Purifiers) 
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High Voltage Checks 
Cell & Revilatizer 
 
 
 
 

With the unit off take the High Voltage probe meter and connect to the High Voltage terminals as shown in 
Fig 1. With the Grill on to actuate the Grill interlocks, actuate the Cover interlocks using pliers as shown in 
Fig 2 to gently push down on the interlock switch buttons. The meter should indicate  5KV (Fig 3). 

Fig 1    Fig 2       Fig 3 

    
 
 
 
Fig 4     Fig 5 

Unplug the unit. Remove the Air Director and install the Grill and Cover to actuate the interlocks. Carefully 
connect the High Voltage probe meter to the brush emitters as shown in Fig 4 and plug in the unit. Turn the 
unit and Revitalizer on. You should measure 5KV (Fig 5).
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Control Panel Voltage Checks 
 

 
 
 
AC Voltage Input at T1 and HV1 ( 120VAC) 

 

HV1      T1 

 
Step-down Transformer Output Check at T2 ( 10VAC) 

 

T2 

 
Revitalizer DC Voltage at Ionizer ( 12VDC) 

 

Ionizer 
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Motor Continuity & Start Capacitor Tests-Unplug the unit from the AC Volts 
outlet 
 

1. There is a terminal with two black leads attached to it fixed to one of the cover interlock switches. 
Remove this terminal from the switch. 

2. Remove the motor plug from the control panel. 
3. Set the Multimeter to Ohms/ .  If your meter has more than two locations for the test leads to be 

inserted then insert the black lead into COM and the red lead into V/ . 
4. Connect the black leads to the terminal with the two black wires (Fig 1). 
5. Touch the red lead to the plug contact of the red motor wire (Fig 2). Depending on you meter�’s 

capability you should measure 0 or 117 . This is the high-speed lead. If you measure  or 0.L then that 
leg of the motor is bad. 

6. Touch the red lead to the plug contact of the brown motor wire (Fig 3). Depending on you meter�’s 
capability you should measure 0 or 270 . This is the medium-speed lead. If you measure  or 0.L then 
that leg of the motor is bad. 

7. Touch the red lead to the plug contact of the yellow motor wire (Fig 4). Depending on you meter�’s 
capability you should measure 0 or 500  (The meter display in Fig 4 is displaying .500K  or 500 ). 
This is the silent-speed lead. If you measure  or 0.L then that leg of the motor is bad. 

8. Note: As resistance/  increases speed decreases. 
9. Remove the start winding leads from the start capacitor (Fig 5). 
10. Connect one meter lead to the blue lead and the other meter lead to the white motor lead. Depending on 

you meter�’s capability you should measure 0 or 190 . If you measure  or 0.L then that leg of the 
motor is bad and it won�’t start. 

11. Discharge the start capacitor by laying a screwdriver across both capacitor terminals. Connect one 
meter lead one capacitor terminal and the other meter lead to the other terminal (Fig 6). 

a. Depending on your meter�’s capability you should see the ohms increase (charge) to a /0.L 
display. If you measure /0.L without a preceding increase then the capacitor may be open. 
The best way to check for an open capacitor is to turn the unit on, set for motor operation and 
manually spin the fan. If it starts up then the capacitor is open (bad).  

b. If you measure 0  then the capacitor is shorted (bad). 
 
Fig 1   Fig 2    Fig 3      Fig 4 

          
 
Fig 5       Fig 6 
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Tune-Up 
 

 
 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

Air Direction Grill 

Air Direction Control 

Top Cover 

On/Night 
Light 

Revitalizer, Power/Speed & Nightlight Buttons 

1. Plug in the unit 
2. Press the Power button: The fan should 

start up fast then slow to Silence and the 
On and Silence indicators should light up.

3. Press the Power button for Medium and 
High function: The speed should increase 
and the applicable indicator should light 
up. 

4. Press the Revitalizer button: The 
Revitalizer indicator should light up. 

5. Press the Night Light button: The Night 
Light indicator should light and the On 
light should get a bit brighter. 

6. The Check Collector Cell and Check Odor 
Absorber indicators are not normally lit. 
However if one or both are lit follow this 
procedure: 

a. Check Collector Cell-Press and 
hold down the Revitalizer 
button until the indicator goes 
out. 

b. Check Odor Absorber- Press 
and hold down the Night Light 
button until the indicator goes 
out. 

7. Using the Air Direction Control adjust the 
Air Direction Grill front to back: Function 
should be smooth and all louvers moving 
in the same direction at the same time. 

8. Press the Fragrance Tray button on the 
side of the cabinet: The Fragrance Tray 
should pop out and lock when pushed 
back in. 

9. Check the Top Cover Safety Interlock 
Switch function and remove the lid. 

a. With the unit still On, place your 
fingers between the Air 
Direction Grill and Top Cover 
and pull down on the Top 
Cover: The Top Cover should 
pop loose and the unit should 
turn Off. 

b. Remove the Top Cover. 
10. Check the Safety Shutdown Feature: 

a. Press down the Top Cover�’s 
Safety Interlock Switch 
Actuator: The unit should turn 
back On. 

b. Using a screwdriver, hold the 
handle and gently press down 
on the upper right hand corner 
of the top plate of the Collector 
Cell so that it arcs. The Fan, 
Night Light and Revitalizer 
lights should shut down in 5-10 
seconds and the Check 
Collector Cell light will blink 
until the power button is 
pressed to Off. 

11. Check the Front Grill Safety Interlock 
Switch function and remove the Front 
Grill: 

a. Press down the Top Cover�’s 
Safety Interlock Switch 
Actuator: The unit should turn 
back On. 

b. Slide the Front Grill to the left 
and remove: The unit should 
turn Off. 

 

Fragrance 
Tray 

Air Direction Grill 
 
 
Top Cover 

Top Cover�’s 
Safety Interlock 
Switch Actuator 
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To remove the Front Grill, slide it to the left and 
remove. 

Front Grill 

 

 

Front Grill Safety Interlock 
Switch Actuator 

 
12. Unplug the unit. 
13. When you remove the Odor Absorber listen for the 

click of the Odor Absorber Timing Circuit Switch. 
 
14. Lift out the Prefilter, Collector Cell and Odor Absorber.
15. Throw away the Odor Absorber. 
16. Clean/Sanitize, rinse and dry the Prefilter. 
17. Clean/Sanitize, rinse and dry the Collector Cell. 
  

 
 

 
18. Warning: Failure to thoroughly dry the cell will 

cause the Safety Shut Down circuit to deactivate 
the unit in less than 3 seconds. 

 
19. With the Prefilter, Collector Cell and Odor Absorber 

removed the Catalytic Ozone Converter (COC) and HV 
Contacts are exposed. 

20. Clean out the Collector Cell Room. 
21. Carefully vacuum off the COC. 
22. Clean the HV Contacts. 
23. Reassemble and clean the outside of the cabinet. 
 
24. Warning: Failure to thoroughly dry the cell will 

cause the Safety Shut Down circuit to deactivate 
the unit in less than 3 seconds. 

 
25. End of Tune-Up procedure. 

Odor Absorber 
 
 
 
Collector Cell 
 
 
 
 
Prefilter 

 
 

 

Catalytic Ozone 
Converter 
 
High Voltage 
Contacts

Cell Room 

 

 

Odor Absorber Timing 
Circuit Activator Switch 
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Troubleshooting Matrix 

Unit shuts off after 3 seconds Cell wet/loose wires/bent plates 
Dry Cell/repair or replace wires/adjust plates or 
replace cell 

Burnt Plastic Smell Burn Marks on Cell Plastic Scrape Off or Replace Cell 

Dust Collecting on Unit Prefilter Clogged Clean Prefilter 

Dust Collecting on Wall Unit Charging Wall Point Louvers Into the Room 

Fan Not Turning at any speed 
Lights on Motor/Control Panel 

Troubleshoot Motor Continuity (replace Motor if 
Defective) Check control voltage to motor. 

Fan Not Turning at any Speed 
Lights off Interlock switch actuator failure 

Troubleshoot switch continuity and actuator 
functions Grill & Cover (Repair If Broken) 

Fan Not Turning at Medium Speed Control panel defective Replace 

Fan Not Turning at High Speed 
Loose Connections in Neutral 
Bundle  Check and Repair 

Fan Not Turning at Silent Speed 
Fan Bearing & Shaft Gummed Up 
or control panel  

Clean bearing and shaft and lubricate bearing or 
replace control panel Replace 

Fan Not Turning on Silent Fan Misassembled to Motor Shaft 
minimum of 1/16" clearance between the fan 
and fan bearing. 

No Real Fan Speed Difference Fan Grommet Worn Replace Fan Grommet 

Interfering With TV/Monitor Hot (Transmitting) Spot in Cell Repair or Replace Cell 

Interfering With TV/Monitor Poor Contact with HV Contacts Clean and Bend Contacts 

Metallic Smell to Air Excessive Arcing Clean Cell and Corona Wires 

Noisy Fan Grommet Worn Replace Grommet 

Noisy Arcing in the Cell Clean Cell 

Noisy 
Fan Bearing Stuck in Rubber 
Holder 

Lube the rubber and outside of the bearing so it 
can self-align. 

Noisy Fan Unbalanced Replace Fan 

Noisy Defective Fan Bearing Replace Fan Bearing 
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Noisy Loose Air Director assembly Tinker with it to Remove Vibration Point 

Noisy Dry Motor Bearings Replace Motor 

Static Shock Revitalizer Charging Unit 
Perform Thorough Cleaning of the fan 
compartment, emitter and bracket 

Lights Out 
10vac Transformer or control panel 
defective Replace 

Won't Turn On Not Plugged Into Outlet Plug into Power Source 

Won't Turn On Not Turned On Turn Power Switch On 

Won't Turn On 
Power Strip (if used) Not Turned 
On Turn Power Strip On 

Won't Turn On House Fuse/Circuit Breaker Open Replace Fuse/Reset Circuit Breaker 

Won't Turn On 
Grill or cover not engaging interlock 
switch actuators Reinstall grill/cover 

Won't Turn On 
Grill or cover interlock switch 
actuator missing Replace grill/cover 

Motor Won't Run 
Start capacitor or start capacitor 
circuit open Check leads and capacitor - repair or replace 

 
 

Disassembly 
 
The unit is constructed in four interlocking compartments. These compartments must be 
removed in sequence in order to get to the next compartment: 

First is the Cell Compartment-top cover, grill, prefilter, cell and odor absorber-
you�’ve already done this one during the Tune-up. 
Second is the Fan Compartment-air direction grill, catalytic ozone converter, fan 
and fan bearing assembly. 
Third is the Control Compartment-control board, step-down transformer, high 
voltage power supply and motor start capacitor. 
Fourth is the Motor Compartment-motor and Revitalizer module. 
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Opening the Fan Compartment 

 

1. Remove the two screws at the front of the air 
direction grill. 

 

 

2. Tilt the grill back until it unsnaps from the cabinet. 

 
*If you are only servicing the Control Compartment then skip steps 3 - 9. 
 

 

*3. Remove the two screws indicated. Torx® T10 

 

 

*4. Remove the Catalytic Ozone Converter-Fragile 
Handle with Care. Don�’t wash this item: vacuum or 
blow clean 

 

 

*5. Remove the two screws indicated.  
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*6. To remove the Fan Bearing Assembly remove the three screws indicated and perform 
steps 7 �– 8. 

 

 

*7. Remove the fan bearing assembly clamp. 

 

 

*8. Angle the fan up and remove the fan bearing assembly. 

 
*9. Pull the fan off the motor shaft. 
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10. Remove the two screws indicated. You may need to 
use a #1 Phillips screwdriver depending on the shank 
diameter of your #2 screwdriver. 
 
After the screws are removed, lift the left side of the 
panel to unlatch the right side from the lower cabinet. 
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Control 
Board 

 

If you remove any of the 
parts indicated you only hav
to unscrew holders or 
modules and disconnect 
harnesses from the con
panel. 
 
All harness plugs are 
different so they can�’t be 
reinstalled incorrectly without 
trying to do it wrong. 

e 

trol

Cover Safety 
Interlock Switch

 
If you remove the circuit 
board keep in mind that the 
spacers are keyed and must 
be fitted to the board 
accordingly. 

Key & 
alignment hole 

Step-Down 
Transformer 

Motor�’s Start 
Capacitor 

Grill Safety 
Interlock 
Switch 

Odor Absorber 
Sensing Switch High Voltage 

Power Supply 

 

     

11. To remove the Motor Cover steps 1 �– 5 & 10 
must be performed. Steps 6 �– 9 are optional. 
 
Remove the 4 screws indicated and the Scent 
Cartridge Holder. 
 
Hold the Scent Cartridge Holder Eject Button in 
and pull up the cover. 

Motor Cover 

Scent Cartridge Holder 
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Fig 1    Fig 2    Fig 3 

11. Continued 
Push in the fragrance tray button and slowly pull up the motor cover (Fig 1). Push in the button again as it 
crosses the fragrance tray opening (Fig 2). Fig 3 shows the orientation of the button just in case it�’s 
needed. 

     
 

 

Note the location of the wire bundle. This will aid 
reassembly later. 

 

 

Motor Bracket 

12. Remove the 5 screws indicated and the 
Motor Bracket. 

Note there are rubber motor mounts under the 
motor bracket. 

Revitalizer Power Supply 
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13. Remove the motor. 

 

End of Disassembly Section 

Note the rubber motor mounts that were under the 
motor. 

Emitter 

14. Remove the screws to the Revitalizer power 
supply and emitter  
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Reassembly Notes 
This process is just the reverse of what the disassembly steps were. These notes 
identify areas of interest and difficulty. 
 

     

Note locking tab for the 
cover safety interlock 
switch. 

Note locking tab for the grill 
safety interlock switch.  

Note this tab prevents the power cord from 
being pushed into the interior of the unit. 

 
Motor Cover 
Fig 1     Fig 2    Fig 3 

         

Use the side of the 
cabinet to hold the button 
in place. Ease it down 
past the Fragrance tray 
opening (It will pop 
through the opening if you 
don�’t block it). 
 
 
 
 
 
 
It probably won�’t just seat 
in the button opening. But 
screwing down the motor 
cover  (Fig 2) should pop 
it in place (Fig 3) 

 
Control Panel (Follow the figures in sequence) 
Fig 1               Fig 2 

    

Snap Hooks on the Control Panel 

Indents for the Snap Hooks 

  
Fig 3               Fig 4 

   

Place Snap Hooks near 
indents clear the wires 
away from the boss and 
close the panel. 

This is how the panel 
should fit on to the lower 
cabinet. 
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Fig 5               Fig 6 

   

Fitting this boss set together can be 
challenging. Allow the screws to bring it 
home rather than fight with it. If the panel still 
won�’t seat you may need to push on the 
panel as shown in Fig 6 as you screw down 
to close it up. 

 
Air Direction Grill 

 

Align the hooks with the indentations and slowly close the grill. 

      

When the Air Direction Grill is 
installed properly the feet will lay flat, 
as shown in the pictures, before 
being screwed down. 
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Precipitator Cell 
 

    

Left Side 
 
 
 
 
Corona Wire 
End Cover 

Right Side 
 
 
 
 
Corona Wire 
End Cover 
 

 

    

Stationary Holders Tension Holders 

 
 
 

    

To remove the 
Corona wire push 
in on the tensioner 
and remove wire 
from the tension 
end and slide out 
the other end from 
the Stationary side. 
 
To install new wire 
place one end in 
the Stationary side 
and push in the 
tensioner and 
capture the other 
end. 
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Fig 1 

 

If the plates become loose they can cause a low level arc that makes a buzzing sound. Tightening the support 
screws can eliminate the problem. However over tightening can bend the plates. Compare this area to Fig 2 
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Fig 2 

 
 

 

Once you�’ve made the adjustment, lock the screw in 
place (here we�’ve used finger nail polish). 
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